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Abstract—We introduce and analyze CARMA-MC (for Collision Avoid-
ance and Resolution Multiple Access MultiChannel), a new stable chan-
nel access protocol for multihop wireless networks with multiple channels.
CARMA-MC relies on the assignment of a unique channel and a unique
identifier to each node to support correct deterministic collision resolution
in the presence of hidden terminals. CARMA-MC dynamically divides the
channel of each node into cycles of variable length; each cycle consists of
one or more receiving periods and a transmission period. During the re-
ceiving period, stations with one or more packets to send compete for the
right to acquire the floor of a particular receiver’s channel using a deter-
ministic tree-splitting algorithm. Each receiving period consists of collision
resolution steps. A single round of collision resolution (i.e., a success, and
idle or a collision of control packets) is allowed in each contention step. The
receiving period is initiated by the receiver and takes place in the channel
assigned to the receiver station. The channel utilization and packet delays
are studied analytically and by simulation.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Collisions in a packet-radio network can be cause bydirect
or by secondaryinterference. Direct interference occurs when
two neighboring nodes transmit to each other at the same time.
Secondary interference occurs when two or more stations un-
aware of each other’s existence transmit to the same receiver at
the same time or when a station is transmitting to its neighbor
and a third stations transmission to some other station causes
an interference. This problem was first introduced by Tobagi
and Kleinrock [15] and is known in the literature as the hidden
terminal problem. Several approaches have been proposed in
the past to resolve the hidden terminal problem, and collision-
avoidance protocols have recently received considerable atten-
tion (e.g., [13], [6]). In a collision-avoidance protocol, sender
and receiver collaborate trying to avoid data packets from col-
liding with other packets at the receiver. However, as traffic load
increases in the network, the collision of collision-avoidance
control packets increases and throughput in the system drops.
A way to stabilize the operation of contention-based protocols
is by means of collision resolution mechanisms.

Several stable MAC protocols have been proposed in the
past based on tree-splitting algorithms for collision resolution
(e.g., [4], [7], [20]). Those protocols in which data packets are
used to resolve collisions achieve throughput below0:6 [22] for
a single channel and fully connected networks. Several MAC
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protocols have been proposed that implement collision reso-
lution using either control packets that are much smaller than
data packets, or are based on the ability of the transmitter to
abort transmission rapidly after detecting collision (e.g., [2],
[8], [14]). Among those stable MAC protocols that achieve high
throughput, some build a separate queue for the transmission
of data packets, in addition to the stack or queue of the con-
trol packets used for collision resolution. However, the stable
collision resolution approaches reported to date operate in fully-
connected networks or networks based on central base stations.

On the other hand, several reservation based protocols have
been proposed (e.g., [1], [10], [12], [14]) which provide stabil-
ity at high load levels, and efficient service at low load levels.
Resource auction protocols, i.e., [1], [14], require a significant
amount of overhead for each auction period and are difficult to
implement. On the other hand, PRMA [10] is relatively easy to
implement but uses a fixed frame length which can lead to star-
vation if the number of active stations is large. These protocols
all require a base station, and do not operate in a network with
hidden terminals. The limitation of these schemes is that most
of them require the use of a base station which is a single point
of failure.

This paper presents an approach to utilizing collision reso-
lution in multihop wireless networks by taking advantage of
unique channel (or code) assignments to network nodes. In the
past, multichannel networks have been constructed using mul-
tiple transceivers operating on separate fixed channels [21].
Such devices were expensive to construct. However, current
transceiver technology (e.g., Metricom Inc. new generation net-
work devices), enables radio devices with as many as260 chan-
nels to be controlled by a single DSP, enabling radios to switch
from one channel to the other within 1�sec. This allows multi-
channel networks to be constructed inexpensively using a sin-
gle device at each station. In addition, using multiple chan-
nels renders better delay characteristics than single-channel net-
works [16], [17], [19] and have better fault tolerance against
fading and noise [5], [17]. Early work in protocol design for
multichannel networks used CSMA or ALOHA protocols in
slotted multiple channels [18]. A reservation protocol over
multiple channels is investigated in [16] for satellite commu-
nication systems. A sequential multichannel system which uses
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CSMA/CA on each channel to dynamically assign stations to
channels is presented in [3]. Analysis of multi-hop multichan-
nel networks using CDMA in sparse networks with receiver-
based, transmitter-based, pairwise-based, and common channel
assignment is presented in [11].

In this paper we introduce a new stable receiver-initiated mul-
tiple access protocol with collision resolution calledCollision
Avoidance andResolution Multiple Access MultiChannel
(CARMA-MC) protocol. CARMA-MC operates in a multi-
channel network in which hidden terminals may exist. It as-
sumes that each network node is assigned a unique identifier and
a unique channel, at least within the two-hop neighborhood of
any network node. CARMA-MC is a receiver initiated protocol
that dynamically divides the channel assigned to each receiver
into receiving and transmitting periods. The transmission pe-
riod has a maximum-length duration and each receiving period
consists of collision resolution steps, i.e., of success, idle or col-
lision of control packets. The protocol maintains a stack for the
transmission of control packets used in collision resolution.

During the receiving period CARMA-MC uses a determinis-
tic tree-splitting algorithm and an RTR/RTS/CTS exchange. A
receiving period is initiated by the receiver sending a ready-to-
receive (RTR) signal and takes place in the channel assigned
to the receiver station. During contention intervals a station at-
tempts to acquire the floor by sending an RTS to the intended
receiver who, in turn, sends a CTS if the received RTS is error-
free. RTSs are sent according to a deterministic tree-splitting
algorithm that resolves all the requests that arrive during the
same receiving interval. A packet is transmitted from the sta-
tion that has acquired the floor by successfully completing a
collision-resolution round. The control packets used in each
contention step are much smaller than a single data packet.
Because CARMA-MC uses a deterministic collision-resolution
mechanism, average delays incurred in the network are bounded
and are a function of the number of one-hop neighbors of a re-
ceiver. In stark contrast to prior approaches to collision resolu-
tion, CARMA-MC operates correctly in multihop networks with
hidden terminals.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II de-
scribes CARMA-MC in detail. In Section III we present the
worst case packet delay and channel utilization. Section IV
compares the analytical results with the simulation. The analyt-
ical results are very close to the results obtained by the simula-
tion, and this validates the approximations made in the analysis.
Our results confirm that CARMA-MC is stable at any load level,
and that it provides high throughput and bounded delays by first
avoiding collisions of data packets and then efficiently resolving
collisions of control packets.

II. CARMA-MC

A. Definitions and Assumptions

In CARMA-MC, the channel access time is divided into re-
ceiving and transmitting periods. Each station has a unique re-
ceiving channel that is used by its one-hop neighbors to trans-
mit packets. A station is allowed to transmit packets in any of
the unique receiving channels assigned to its one-hop neighbors.
Therefore, stations switch from their default receiving frequency

to any of the frequencies assigned to its one-hop neighbors.
We assume that there exists a mechanism that ensures that no

station is assigned the same receiving frequency as any of its
two-hop neighbors. Each station has knowledge of the assigned
frequencies for all its one-hop neighbors. The assignment of
frequencies can be achieved by applying the distributed assign-
ment of codes algorithm proposed in [9]. This algorithm assigns
a different frequency to each station within a two-hops neigh-
borhood, provided that the number of frequencies available for
assignment is at leastn � d2max � dmax + 2, wheredmax is
the maximum number of one-hop neighbors that any station can
have. This mechanism eliminates co-channel interference and
avoids the hidden terminal problem.

Besides the assignment of a unique channel, each station is
also assigned a unique identifier (ID), that is known by all its
one-hop neighbors. This can be achieved by exchanging the ID
information at the same time that the receiving frequencies are
assigned, i.e., applying the distributed assignment algorithm.

Stations in CARMA-MC are half duplex; they can be senders
or receivers. A station in the sender state participates in a
collision-resolution interval (CRI) based on the deterministic
tree-splitting algorithm introduced in [8]. The determinis-
tic tree-splitting algorithm resolve collisions among competing
senders. The CRI evolves in terms of collision-resolution steps,
where the size of a CRI is bounded and is a function of the num-
ber of senders (see [8] for more details). We assume aternary
feedbackmodel, i.e., there are three types of collision-resolution
steps: collision, success, and idle. Collision-resolution steps
follows a handshake procedure meant to eliminate collisions
among data packets. This procedure is known in the literature
as “floor acquisition” [6]. In a single-channel network, floor ac-
quisition entails allowing one and only one station at a time to
send data packets without collisions. To achieve this, a station
that wishes to send one or multiple data packets must send a
request-to-send packet (RTS) to an intended destination and re-
ceive a clear-to-send packet (CTS) from it, before it is allowed to
transmit any data. RTSs are required to last a minimum amount
of time that is a function of the channel propagation time.

In CARMA-MC a station in the sender state is allowed to
participate in the CRI in the unique receiving frequency assigned
to its one-hop intended destination.

It is the responsibility of the receiver to initiate and gear
the collision-resolution interval (CRI). The receiver can be vi-
sualize as the master of its one-hop neighbors. The receiver
uses the unique ID to resolve contentions among transmitters.
Like previous efficient MAC protocols based on tree-splitting
algorithms, the receiver maintains a stack and two variables,
LowID andHiID. LowID andHiID are respectively the
lowest and highest ID numbers of the stations that are initially
allowed to transmit. Together, they define the allowed ID inter-
val, (LowID;HiID). The allowed ID interval is broadcasted
by the receiver to all its one-hop neighbors in a ready-to-receive
packet (RTR) at the beginning of every collision resolution step.

While a station is a receiver, it transmits an RTR at the be-
ginning of each collision-resolution step and transmits CTSs in
response to RTSs. It receives RTSs and data packets from its
one-hop neighbors. All packet exchanges take place in the re-
ceivers assigned channel.
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On the other hand, a station in the sender state, waits on the
intended receiver’s channel for RTRs and CTSs and transmits
RTSs and data packets on the the same channel.

B. Information Maintained and Exchanged

Information is maintained, exchanged, and broadcasted by the
receiver station. Each station is assigned a unique identifier and
a unique receiving channel within the two-hop neighborhood
of any network node. The receiver station maintains a stack
and two variablesLowID andHiID. Recall thatLowID is
the lowest ID number that is allowed to send an RTS and it is
initially set to 1. On the other hand,HiID is the highest ID
number that is allowed to send an RTS and it is initially set
to the largest number of one-hop stations allowed in the net-
work. LowID andHiID define the allowed ID-number inter-
val, (LowID;HiID), that can send RTSs. If the ID of a station
is not within the allowed ID interval, then the station is not al-
lowed to send its RTS. The RTSs and CTSs specify the IDs of
the sender and of the intended receiver. Finally, the stack is the
storage mechanism for ID intervals that are waiting for permis-
sion to send an RTS.

Throughout the paper we assume that each station knows the
maximum number of one-hop stations allowed in the network
and the maximum propagation delay.

C. Basic Operation

If a station does not have a data packet to send, it returns
to its receiving channel broadcasting an RTR initiating a new
CRI. The allowed ID interval is broadcasted by the receiver to
all its one-hop neighbors in a ready-to-receive packet (RTR). An
RTR is also transmitted by the receiver at the beginning of every
contention step, allowing new stations to know the state of the
CRI. The allowed ID interval as well the unique receiver ID are
embedded within the RTR.

Once a station initiates a new CRI it remains as a receiver until
the end of the current CRI. If at the end of the current CRI the
station has a data packet to send then it switches to the channel
of its intended receiver and becomes a sender, participating in
the CRI of its intended receiver. On the other hand, if at the end
of the CRI the station does not have a packet to send, then it
remains as a receiver initiating a new CRI. Any station engaged
in a CRI as a sender must remain in the receiver’s channel for at
least the duration of a maximum CRI.

As shown in Fig. 1, the channel access time in CARMA-MC
is divided into cycles, consisting of receiving periods and trans-
mission periods. The CRI in receiving period is a sequence of
collision-resolution steps, each initiated by an RTR. The one-
hop stations participating in the CRI are assumed to constantly
monitor the state of the channel while they are not transmitting.
It is assumed that all one-hop neighbors are at most� seconds
apart from each other. The duration of a contention step varies
according to the type of the collision-resolution step. It is possi-
ble for a channel to have only receiving periods. This is the case
if the station owner of the channel does not have data packets to
send. Such a station remains in the receiving state initiate new
CRI, as is the case for the station in channel 2 ( as shown in
Fig. 1).

Transmission   Periods

CH 1

CH 2

CH 3

CH 4

time

Receiving  Periods

Fig. 1. Each channel is composed of receiving periods and transmission periods.

If a station has no local packet pending, then the station can
initiate the receiving period by transmitting an RTR on the chan-
nel assigned to it. The station becomes a receiver station for its
one-hop neighbors by transmitting an RTR at the beginning of
each contention-resolution step, i.e., the station makes a transi-
tion to the receiver state. Each RTR can be visualize as a small
packet indicating to other stations that the station transmitting
the RTR is ready to receive a request for the floor. The RTR also
contains information regarding the allowed ID interval of sta-
tions that compete to acquire the floor. Since only the receiver
station sends an RTR in its corresponding channel, collisions of
RTR can never occur. The receiver state is the default state for
all active stations.

A station in the receiver state with a local packet pending
makes a transition to the sender state, if the current CRI is com-
pleted, i.e., the station must resolve all the contentions for the
current CRI in its channel. Only then, it scans the destination
channel for at most the maximum duration of a CRI. If an RTR
is heard during this interval and the stations ID is within the al-
lowed ID interval, then the station competes to acquire the floor
extending its duration in the intended receivers channel until it
acquires the floor.

A station acquires the floor by sending an RTS. The station
follows a non-persistent CSMA strategy for the transmission
of RTSs. More precisely, the RTS is directed to the receiver
in the channel where the RTR was sensed. The sender of an
RTS waits and listens for one maximum round-trip time, plus
the time needed for the destination’s CTS to arrive. If the CTS
is not corrupted and is received within the time limit, then the
station acquires the floor and transmits its data packet or train of
data packets. If the CTS is not received, all stations monitoring
the channel detect a collision. Because the handshake occurs
on the receiver’s channel, a lost CTS on one of the contending
stations due to errors or fading, leads to a loss of feedback but
not inconsistent feedback. Notice that a station wishing to ac-
quire the floor spends at most the equivalent of two maximum
CRI durations. The maximum CRI duration is determined by
the maximum number of one-hop neighbors allowed. The rule
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is that if within the first maximum CRI duration the station does
not hear a valid RTR, the station transitions back to the receiver
state and remains in this state until the end of a CRI.

Although each station transmits an RTS only after the RTR is
received and only if the station is within the allowed ID interval,
collisions of RTSs may still occur due to propagation delays.
RTSs are vulnerable to collisions for time periods equal to the
propagation delays between the senders of RTSs. CARMA-MC
uses a deterministic tree-splitting algorithm [8] to resolve colli-
sions of RTSs, which are detected by the absence of a CTS. Each
step of the CRI is initiated by an RTR. There are three types of
steps, idle, collision, and success. An idle steps has a duration
of � + 2� , a collision step has a duration of� +  + 3� , and a
success step has a duration of� + 2 + Æ + 4� , where� is the
size of an RTR, is the size of an RTS or a CTS,Æ is the size of
a data packet, and� is the maximum channel delay.

D. Collision Resolution Interval

CARMA-MC uses a deterministic tree-splitting algorithm to
resolve collisions. This algorithm was presented and analyzed
in detail in [8].

Whenever a station has a local packet to send and is not cur-
rently the receiver in a CRI, the following operations are exe-
cuted. First, the station scans the channel of its intended receiver
for an RTR. RTRs inform contenders that a resolution step can
take place, allowing multiple contenders to respond. If the RTR
is detected, the station sends an RTS and waits for one maxi-
mum round-trip time plus the time needed for the destination
to send a CTS. If the CTS is received within the allocated time,
then the sender acquires the floor and can start sending collision-
free packets. On the other hand, if the CTS is not received
within the allocated time, then the station sender of the RTS
and all the other stations competing for the floor detect a col-
lision. In this case, the collision-resolution algorithm is started
with the first round of RTS collisions. As soon as a collision
is detected, the receiver station divides the allowed ID interval
(LowID;HiID) into two ID intervals. The first ID interval,
called the backoff interval, is(LowID; dHiID+LowID

2
e � 1),

while the second ID interval, which is the new allowed ID in-
terval, is (dHiID+LowID

2
e; HiID). The receiver updates its

stack by executing a PUSH stack command, where the key being
pushed is the backoff interval. After this is done, the station up-
datesLowID andHiID with the values from the new allowed
ID interval broadcasting this information on the next RTR. This
marks the beginning of the next collision-resolution step. This
operation is repeated each time there is a collision.

Recall that each step of the collision-resolution algorithm, and
consequently each contention step, can be either:
� Case 1–Idle: There is no station in the RTS state whose ID is
within the allowed ID interval. The channel remains idle for the
duration of one propagation delay. The stack and the variables
LowID andHiID are updated. The receiver station executes
a POP command in the stack updating the allowed ID interval
with the new values.
� Case 2–Success: There is a single station with an RTS to send
whose ID lies within the allowed ID interval. In this case, a
single station is able to complete an RTS/CTS handshake suc-
cessfully, acquiring the floor and transmitting its data packet.

� Case 3–Collision: There are two or more stations with RTSs
to send whose IDs are within the allowed ID interval. In this
case, each of these stations sends an RTS creating a collision.
The stations in the allowed ID interval are again split into two
new ID intervals and the stack and the variables for the receiver
station are updated.

Fig. 2 shows two stations contending for the floor. The re-
ceiver initiates the CRI. Each CRI is composed of a sequence of
collision-resolution steps, each initiated by an RTR.

III. C HANNEL UTILIZATION AND PACKET DELAY

In this section we derive a lower bound on the average uti-
lization of the channel as well as an upper bound on the average
delay that a station experiences in transmitting a data packet.
Recall that, the channel utilization is defined as the amount of
time that the channel is used to transmit data packets divided by
the total time.

In order to simplify our analysis, we assume that each station
has at mostdmax one-hop neighbors and that each station has a
different receiving frequency or channel than its two-hop neigh-
bors. Furthermore, we assume that all the channels have similar
behaviors and this enable us to study the utilization of a generic
channel. Observe that, ifdmax > 2 then the number of distinct
receiving channels isn = d2max � dmax + 2.

Let chr denote the receiving channel,fr the frequency associ-
ated with channelchr andnr the receiving station. Then, station
nr is the intended receiver for at mostdmax one-hop neighbors.
At the same time, any of thedmax one-hop neighbors is a poten-
tial receiver for stationnr. We also letnx denote the intended
receiver ofnr regardless of which of thedmax one-hop neigh-
bors stationnr chooses to send its data packet. Thus,fx is the
transmitting frequency of stationnr andchx is the channel as-
sociated with frequencyfx.

Finally, we defineT (n; dmax) as the average size of the maxi-
mum duration of a CRI for a receiver with at mostdmax one-hop
neighbors andn unique channels within the two-hop neighbor-
hood of the network node and at the same time the maximum
number of nodes in the deterministic tree. In order to derive
T (n; dmax), we make use of the analytical results obtained in
[8] for the number of collision-resolution steps.

For alln � dmax > 1, wheren is the maximum number of
stations anddmax is the maximum number of stations participat-
ing in the CRI, the average number of collision steps required to
resolve alldmax collisions is

C (n; dmax) = 1 +

�X
i=�

�
�

dmax�i

��
�
i

�
�

n
dmax

� C (�; dmax � i)

+

�X
i=�

�
�

dmax�i

��
�
i

�
�

n
dmax

� C (�; i) (1)

while the average number of idle steps required to resolve all
dmax collisions is

Z (n; dmax) =

�X
i=�

�
�

dmax�i

��
�
i

�
�

n
dmax

� Z (�; dmax � i)
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STEP 4
time

STEP 5STEP 1 STEP 2 STEP 3

CHANNEL

RECEIVER

SENDER 1

SENDER 0

RTSRTR RTR RTS CTS DATARTRRTR

RTS

RTRRTS

RTS

RTS DATARTS

DATA

RTS

RTS

RTR

RTS

RTS

CTSCTSRTR

DATA

RTS

CTS

RTR RTRRTR

Fig. 2. Receiving mode: The intended receiver sends an RTR to initiate the CRI. Notice that each collision-resolution step is initiated by an RTR packet.

+

�X
i=�

�
�

dmax�i

��
�
i

�
�

n
dmax

� Z (�; i) (2)

where

� = dn=2e; � = n� � = n� dn=2e

� =

�
0 if dmax � �
dmax � � if dmax > �

� =

�
dmax if dmax � �
� if dmax > �

The number of success steps isS(n; dmax) = dmax.
T (n; dmax) can be calculated by multiplying the number of
steps by the duration of a step for each of the three types of
collision-resolution steps. An idle steps has a duration of�+2� ,
a collision step has a duration of�+  + 3� , and a success step
has a duration of�+2+Æ+4� , where� is the size of an RTR,
 is the size of an RTS or a CTS,Æ is the size of a data packet,
and� is the maximum channel delay. Therefore,

T (n; dmax) = S(n; dmax)(�+ 2 + Æ + 4�)

+ Z(n; dmaxm)(�+ 2�)

+ C(n; dmax)(�+  + 3�) (3)

Recall that a channel is composed of receiving intervals fol-
lowed by transmitting intervals. Once a station is in the receiv-
ing mode (i.e., is a receiver) it remains in that mode until the
end of the current CRI. Only then, the station can switch to the
transmitting mode if its transmitting queue contains data pack-
ets that need to be sent. We further assume that when a station
acquires the floor it can only transmit one data packet.

We start by computing in Theorem 1 an upper bound on
the average delay that a station experiences in transmitting a
packet. According to the CARMA-MC protocol, a station try-
ing to transmit a packet can wait at mostT (n; dmax) time for
an RTR. If during this maximum period of time it does not hear
an RTR, it must return to its channel and initiate a CRI. On the

Sender

Sender

Receiver

Receiver

RTR is within  T(n,d_max) interval

T(n,d_max)

Pkt to send

T(n,d_max)

RTR

RTS

CTS

DATA

time

Station Returns to its Channel

CASE A

CASE B

No RTR arrives

T(n,d_max)

Pkt to send

time

Station Returns to its Channel

Fig. 3. Transmission period for CARMA-MC. In case A, the RTR arrives
within the the time intervalT (n; dmax), therefore, the sender contents for
the floor. In case B, the RTR does not arrived within the allowable interval,
therefore, the sender must return to its channel and transition to the receiving
mode.

other hand, if it hears an RTR it will transmit its packet within an
additionalT (n; dmax) interval. This implies that the duration of
the longest possible transmission period is2T (n; dmax). Thus,
for our protocol the best possible receiver is the one that spends
all its time in the receiving mode, i.e., its transmission queue
is always empty, and a station requesting the floor in the chan-
nel of such receiver will always succeed in the request within
the time intervalT (n; dmax). On the other hand, the worst
possible receiver is the one that spends most of its time in the
transmitting mode and the least amount of time in the receiving
mode. That is, the worst possible receiver will constantly have
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idle steps (i.e., non of its neighbors will request the floor) and
receive a data packet in its transmission queue when found in
the receiver state. This will force the receiver to switch to the
sender state and then to remain in this state for as long as possi-
ble. Now, since the duration of an idle step is�+ 2� where� is
the size of the RTR packet and� is the maximum channels de-
lay, and the duration of the longest possible transmission period
is 2T (n; dmax), each time a sender targets the worst possible
receiver its probability of success is

Ps =
T (n; dmax)

2T (n; dmax) + �+ 2�
< 0:5 (4)

and its probability of failure is

Pf =
T (n; dmax) + �+ 2�

2T (n; dmax) + �+ 2�
> 0:5 (5)

In general we can approximate this event by assuming an in-
dependent Bernoulli trial with probabilityq. Each time the sta-
tion tries to send a data packet, the packet will be successful with
probabilityq. This can be approximated by a geometric distri-
bution function whose expected value isE[Y ] = 1�q

q
. Recall

that a geometric random variable counts the number of failures
before a success occurs. Thus, for the worst possible receiver
we haveq = 1=2 andE[Y ] = 1. We are now ready to prove the
following theorem.

Theorem 1:Consider a system where each station has at most
dmax > 1 one-hop neighbors. Then the average channel delay
experienced by a station trying to deliver a data packet can be
upper bounded by

D � 5T (n; dmax) (6)

whereT (n; dmax) is the maximum possible duration of a CRI.
Proof: To derive Eq. (6) we assume that for our stationnr the
intended receiver is always the worst possible receiver that we
can think of. Thus, each time the stationnr tries to transmit
a packet it fails on average half of the time. According to our
model this is true if withinT (n; dmax) the station does not hear
an RTR. After a failed transmission the station must return to its
channel and switch from the transmitting state to the receiving
state initiating a new CRI as a receiver. After the CRI ends the
station transitions back to the transmitting state and tries once
more to acquire the floor on the channel assigned to its intended
receiver.

Now, since each failed transmission has a total cost of
T (n; dmax) (the time waiting for an RTR) plusE[R], the ex-
pected duration of the CRI (in which the station is a receiver),
the expected duration of a CRI can be upper bounded as follows

E[R] �

dmaxX
k=0

p(k)T (n; k) � T (n; dmax) (7)

wherep(k) is the probability of having a CRI withk stations
competing for the floor, andT (n; k) is the corresponding dura-
tion to resolve allk initial collisions.

The same procedure is repeated each time the station fails to
deliver its data packet and must retry after one CRI as a receiver.
We can approximate the retry event by assuming an independent

Bernoulli trial with probabilityq. Each time the station tries to
send a data packet, the packet will be successful with probability
q. Therefore, it can be represented by a geometric distribution
function whose expected value is

E[Y ] =

1X
y=0

y(1� q)yq =
1� q

q
(8)

which is equivalent to the expected number of failures before a
success. Thus, the average time spend by stationnr transmitting
a data packet can be written as

Txmit �

1X
y=0

(1� q)yq(y(T (n; dmax) +E[R]) +

2T (n; dmax)

= (T (n; dmax) +E[R])E[Y ] + 2T (n; dmax)

� 2T (n; dmax)(1 +E[Y ]) (9)

Now observe that the data packet had to be originated in the
last CRI in which the station was in the receiver state. If this
was not the case the station would have remained in the receiver
state and not switched to the sender state. Therefore, we need to
add toTxmit the expected duration of the last CRI (i.e.,E[R] �
T (n; dmax)) before the station switched from the receiver state
to the sender state. The thesis then follows from the fact that for
the worst possible receiver we haveq = 0:5 andE[Y ] = 1.

In the next result we derive a lower bound on the average
channel utilization.

Theorem 2:Consider a system where each station has at most
dmax > 1 one-hop neighbors. Then the average channel utiliza-
tion is bounded by

U �
(E[X] + E[Y ] + 1)E[k]Æ

E[R](E[X] + E[Y ] + 1) + T (n; dmax)(E[Y ] + 2)

(10)

whereE[X ] is the number of CRI in which stationnr remains
in the receiver state before it leaves its channel to transmit a data
packet of its own on another channel;E[Y ] is the number of
attempts that stationnr must make before transmitting its data
packet;E[k] is the expected number of data packets received by
stationnr per CRI;E[R] is the average duration of one CRI as
a receiver;T (n; dmax) is the maximum duration of a CRI andÆ
is the size of one data packet.
Proof: The frequency with which stationnr tries to send a data
packet is determined by its packet data rate. Once again we can
approximate this procedure with a geometric distribution func-
tion. At the end of each CRI a coin with probabilityq is tossed
to decide whether or not during the previous CRI stationnr had
a packet to send and thus must switch from the receiver state
to the transmitting state. Hence, the expected number of CRIs
occurring before stationnr has a packet to send is

E[X ] =
1� q

q
(11)

Now, let k be the number of packets received during a CRI,
p(k) be the probability of having a CRI withk initial collisions
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andT (n; k) be the time needed to resolve allk collisions. It is
not difficult to see that the expected duration of a CRI can be
upper bounded by

E[R] �

dmaxX
k=0

p(k)T (n; k) (12)

and that the expected number of packets received in a CRI is

E[k] =

dmaxX
k=0

p(k)k: (13)

Since each station has at mostdmax one-hop neighbors, we have
thatk � dmax. Observe that the total durationTtotal in a chan-
nel is composed of receiving periods and transmitting periods
that appear as idle periods in the channel. Furthermore, since the
number of receiving periods before stationnr has a data packet
to transmit on another channel is determined by the expected
value for a geometric random variable, i.e.,E[X ], it follows
that the expected arrival time for a packet isE[R]E[X ]. Once
the packet has arrived, stationnr finishes as receiver the current
CRI adding one moreE[R] period to the total duration. Then it
switches to the sender state.

Now, stationnr makes several trials before it is able to deliver
its data packet. As explained in Theorem 1, the trials are also
governed by a geometric distribution. Each failure has a cost
of T (n; dmax) plusE[R], and the number of failures before the
data packet can be delivered successfully isE[Y ]. Once station
nr hears an RTR in the channel of the intended receiver, it has at
most2T (n; dmax) to content successfully and deliver its packet.
Therefore, the total period in the channel can be written as

Ttotal � E[X ]E[R] +E[R] +

(T (n; dmax) +E[R])E[Y ] + 2T (n; dmax)

(14)

whereE[X ] is the number of CRI in between two transmissions,
E[R] is the expected duration of each CRI andE[k] is the ex-
pected number of data packets transmitted in channelchr per
CRI. On average the amount of time that channelchr is being
used to transmit data packets is

(E[X ] +E[Y ] + 1)E[k]Æ (15)

The thesis then immediately follows by dividing Eq. (15) by
Eq. (14).

IV. SIMULATION

In order to verify the analytical results obtained in the pre-
vious section, simulations with different loads were performed.
For the experiments we used a total of100 stations each sur-
rounded by at mostdmax = 4 neighbors. Therefore, the maxi-
mum number of channels was set ton = d2max�dmax+2 = 14.
Packets were created at each station using independent Poisson
generators. The simulations were repeated a number of times
running on average one hour per trial. We assumed a high-speed
network (1Mbps) in which Ethernet data packets (512 bytes)
are transmitted. Furthermore, we have used the same distance

between stations and defined the diameter of the network to be
1 mile. Under these assumptions, the propagation delay of the
channels is5:4�s. In order to accommodate the use of IP ad-
dresses for destination and source, the minimum size of RTSs
and CTSs was chosen to be20 bytes. The RTR control packet
was assumed to be10 bytes. The maximum expected theoretical
packet delay was5T (n; dmax) = 5T (14; 4) � 98ms.
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Fig. 4. Channel delay for CARMA-MC

Figure 4 shows packet delay as a function of the number of
data packets being transmitted per second on a channel. The
load applies to the receiving channel, i.e., the number of packets
that the receiver receives per second. The delay is measure in
msec and is the interval of time from the arrival of the packet to
its queue until the packet was successfully delivered. The packet
delay for each individual trial was always below the theoretical
upper bound predicted by Eq. (6).

In figure 5 we have compared the utilization derived from our
analysis to that obtained in the simulation as a function of the re-
ceivers load. To obtain the utilization of the channel we counted
the intervals of time when data packets were transmitted on the
channel divided by the total simulation time. The simulation
results validate our analytical results.

V. CONCLUSIONS

CARMA-MC implements collision avoidance and resolution
that works correctly in multihop wireless networks. CARMA-
MC is a receiver-initiated protocol based on a deterministic tree-
splitting algorithm; to operate, it requires each node to be as-
signed a unique identifier and a channel that must be unique
within the two-hop neighborhood of the node. CARMA-MC
resolves three mayor sources of packet failure. First, busy in-
terference is resolved since the intended receiver initiates the
communication and remains as a receiver until the end of the
CRI. A station will never send a data packet to a receiver that
is not ready to receive it. Second, co-channel interference is
not an issue for CARMA-MC since no station two hops away
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Fig. 5. Channel utilization for CARMA-MC

will have the same receiving frequency. Third, contention in-
terference is resolved by using the deterministic tree-splitting
algorithm. Our analysis shows that the average channel delay
incurred in CARMA-MC is bounded and is a function of the
maximum number of one-hop neighbors; our simulation vali-
date the simplifying assumptions that we made on our analysis.
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